EXTERIOR SYSTEMS

GEORGE BUSH INTERCONTINENTAL AIRPORT, TERMINAL C PARKING GARAGE
Houston, TX
Featuring: Perforated Screenwalls

UNIVERSITY OF TEXAS TENNIS CENTER
Austin, TX
Featuring: Marquis™ Wall System
Gordon Exterior Specialties sets the standard for performance-driven, metal products that are attractive, environmentally friendly, and economical.

Gordon provides fully integrated and engineered systems to meet your design criteria. With Gordon, you are assured of perfect fit and finish with consistent color matching of all components.
Gordon’s pre-construction and design assist services help to achieve design objectives without budget compromise. Gordon provides:

- Review of the architect’s conceptual design
- Clash detection using 3-D models with drawing review between all participating trades or manufacturers
- Selection of appropriate product(s) to ensure a complete system
- Provide custom product design and finish selection as necessary
- Specification writing assistance
- Design load and wind load requirements and recommended proper suspension and the product necessary to meet specific requirements
- Drawings showing conceptual design details through construction document details
- Budget quotations
- Design for feasibility and fabrication capability
- Engineering calculations and applicable PE stamp for the project location
- Recommend value engineered options
- Project kick-off and coordination meetings available at the manufacturing facility
- Samples and mockups throughout the design process as necessary
- Installation instructions and guidelines for the contractor
- Bill of material reconciliation with the contractor
- LEED® documentation
EXTERIOR SYSTEMS

PIER 3
San Francisco, CA
Featuring: Aluma Vault 3000 Ceilings

RIO VISTA RECREATION CENTER
Peoria, AZ
Featuring: ALPRO® Corrugated Panel Canopy
CISCA Construction Excellence Award Winner

HARMON PLACE AT ARIA RESORT & CASINO, CITYCENTER
Las Vegas, NV
Featuring: Stainless Steel and Aluminum Canopy Soffits
EXTERIOR SYSTEMS

Featuring: ALPRO® Corrugated Soffit Panels

Featuring: WinLok™ Soffit System with Accessible Panels / Concealed Suspension
This project has received numerous awards including:
- Best Ribbed Metal Wall Panels - Metal Architecture Magazine
- Southwest Contractor Magazine’s Arizona Best
- CISCA’s Construction Excellence Award
EXTERIOR SYSTEMS
Gordon SOFFIT-SHIELD™ is the fascia and soffit solution to protect vertical and horizontal exterior building surfaces at times of devastating environmental events.

- Design Load Performance
- Meets the applicable requirements of Florida Building Code Test Protocols of design loads of +/- 125 psf
  - Large and Small Missile Impact Resistant
  - Hurricane Resistant up to Category 5
  - Tornado Resistant up to F4 (<222 MPH)
- Designed to maintain building integrity
- Sleek and Stable
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EXTERIOR SYSTEMS

CAPSTAR AT COMPASS PLAZA
Austin, TX
Featuring: MILLENNIUM® Screenwalls & MILLENNIUM Column Enclosures
MILLENIUM has a tubular slit pattern that is 40% open. When viewing the panels directly, the panels appear opaque. At angles, panels appear transparent.
FINISHES

• Powder Coats
  - ACROGUARD®-UVX Durable Exterior
  - ACROGUARD® Patina / Weathered Look Metal
  - ACROGUARD® Textures
• Pre-Coated Paints
  - PVDF Organic Coatings
• GreenWood™ - Wood Grain Films and Paints
• Ceramatech™ Durable Porcelain

• Mechanical & Enhanced Finishes
  - Directional
    - #3 Directional Brushed Finish
    - #4 Directional Brushed Finish
    - #6 Directional Brushed Finish
  - Non-directional
    - #8 Mirror Finish
    - Random Orbital Finish
    - Random Anti-Graffiti Finish
  - Patterned
    - Textured
    - Embossed
  - Anodized and other Color Enhancements